
VNClagoon
Communication 
Suite
Purpose-built Suite for secure 
communication of all kinds.



VNCtalk is an unique enterprise real-time communication solution including chat, video and audio 
conferencing, screen sharing, voice messaging, file sharing, broadcasts, document collaboration 
and much more.VNCtalk is available as a full featured Web Client in your browser, Desktop Client 
(Windows, Mac, Linux) and VNCtalk App (Android and iOS).

VNCtalk is entirely transparent for our partners and customers. There is no security without open, 
transparent, readable, auditable code. VNCtalk is not “just another SaaS messenger”.  Therefore, 
VNCtalk is also available for on-premise installation. VNCtalk can be hosted either in your own 
datacenter, within your own IT infrastructure or in the (certified) data center of your choice. 

Real-Time Business Communication: chat, video and audio 

conferencing, broadcasts, screensharing wherever you are!

VNCtalk



Text
Chat

1:1 or 1:n text chat – all you need is 

a browser.

Document 
Collaboration

Amazing way to brainstorm, 

discuss and collaborate on 

documents. 

Extensive 
File Sharing

Send for any file formats to your 

chat partners. Store and search 

for your files.

Screenshare

Screen Sharing in your browser – 

no extra tool or plugin required. 

Pure power of WebRTC.

Audio & 
Videoconferencing

1:1 or 1:n video chat. Perfect audio 

and image quality. You will be 

amazed by this kind of virtual 

reality! Save travel costs and get 

hold of your team with one click.

VNCtalk matches all your needs around real-time communication. It is a powerful tool for fast and 
efficient communication via chat and live conferencing which sets the highest priority on security 
without compromising on usability.  Get it now for your organization.  

VNCtalk – efficient, secure, scalable, flexible - find out more. 

Extensive Feature Set 



VNCchannels is your place to store data, to search and retrieve information and to generate 
knowledge – collaboratively!

Bring your community together and collaborate with your team productively. Share ideas, discuss 
animatedly, come to conclusions, reach decisions and move forward with a common purpose. This 
is how innovation happens!

Create either public channels to include everyone in the workspace or private channels for 
selected members only to enable private conversations in smaller groups. Invite additional 
members as moderators or participants whenever you like.

All your content including text, files, images, videos and more finds its place in persistent channels 
organized by topic and tags.

A safe place to store data, share insights, grow 

knowledge & collaborate!

VNCchannels



Channels are organised by name, image, description, 

public / private Channel, user permissions and 

subscriptions.

When you create Topics in your Channels, you can 

define a Topic name, add a header image, select the 

Channel where you want to create the Topic in, add 

tags, enable or disable comments, upload a file, add the 

Topic description and much more.

Users can view and work on Channels and Topics 

according to their permission level. The functionalities 

include editing, adding images and files, forwarding, 

adding likes, relating other Topics and archiving. In the 

comment section below a Topic you can conduct lively 

discussions and also ping a team member with 

@mention.

There are three types of Topics:

Regular Topics with any kind of texts and images.

Video Topics, where you can upload or link your videos 

to create your own video library.

Analysis Topics, which are a condensation of e.g. 

research texts, fact finding documents or 

comprehensive studies and have the goal to deliver a 

concise version your content.

Smart Objects are sophisticated functions to create links 

to various objects (Channels, Topics, comments, chats, 

emails, files, broadcasts, tasks…) within VNClagoon. 

Furthermore, Highlights emphasize one word or a phrase 

within your text, Stickynotes may add a meta comment and 

References provide a link to further information about 

source documents, quotes or background information. 

All these functions help you to add complexity and depth 

to your content.

Share your content and collaborate on your text, 
images and videos

Channels & Topics

A Channel is a container for various topics enabling 

the management of users, access, permissions and 

subscriptions. 

A Topic is a post in a Channel with varying content, 

which can be collaborated and commented upon by 

its members according to their permissions.



VNCsocial is a secure service for coworkers to communicate and stay connected through the 
exchange of quick, frequent messages. You can easily publish your social posts, which may 
contain photos, videos, links, and text. These messages are posted to your profile, sent to your 
followers, and are searchable in the VNCsocial search.

VNCsocial includes 4 major components:

1. The Stream with  the newest posts (texts, images, videos) in chronological order
2. The Profile with your bio including photo, header, your posts, reposts and likes
3. Subscriptions show your followers and people whom you’re following
4. Bookmarks with saved posts

Secure microblogging and social networking.

VNCsocial



VNCmail offers all relevant mail features such as inbox, folders, filters, signatures, spam filters, 
keyboard shortcuts – in short, everything you are already familiar with from your everyday 
communication. And the clean VNCmail design makes communication fast and efficient.

VNCmail is more than just a common groupware tool. It can be integrated with several 
VNCproducts to vastly extend its range of functionalities. VNCsafe connects for example to 
VNCsafe, a file sync & share product, to attach files directly to emails. Of course any email 
attachment can be stored in VNCsafe, too.

VNCcontacts is integrated in VNCmail and offers powerful contact management functionalities 
where users not only can store any kind of contact with lots of information, but also can sort the 
contacts in predefined or individually created user lists.

A whole new email experience

for enterprise communication

VNCmail



Notifications

VNCmail sends notifications to 

your browser, your desktop client 

or your smartphone – in case you 

want to be alerted.

Offline
Mode

Read and write emails or edit 

drafts while you are offline, in all 

VNCmail clients. As soon as you 

are back online, VNCmail sends 

your scheduled emails and 

synchronizes the inbox.

Settings 
& Customization

VNCmail offers a wide variety of 

settings and customization 

options. Get access to your 

distribution lists and work groups 

thanks to the seamless 

integration with VNCdirectory.

VNCmail has integrated Blockchain technology to ensure 
the digital provenance of your emails by attaching a seal 
to each email in the form of a QR code that can be 
verified.

VNCmail is available as Web Client, Desktop Client and 
App so you in  the loop wherever you are. The clear 
structure with folders and filters make navigation easy 
and transparent.
Through the fast syncing between all devices our users 
are always up to date.

Many solutions offer merely limited branding options. We 
enable our customers to strengthen their corporate 
identity with very granular design options, matching 
their needs. Instead of just pinning a company logo in 
the top left corner, we can adapt the complete user 
interface of VNCmail according to your company CD/CI 
and we can also customize functionalities to industries 
or user groups.



VNCgroupware was designed to provide the full groupware features and consists of VNCmail, 
VNCcontacts, VNCcalendar and - optionally - VNCsafe. VNCmail offers all relevant mail features 
such as inbox, folders, filters, signatures, spam filters  – in short, everything you are already 
familiar with from your everyday communication. And the clean VNCmail design makes 
communication fast and efficient.

VNCcontacts is used for professional contacts and address management.
Create contacts with name, title, contact information for private and business purposes, with a 
picture and various email addresses. Extend the contact details with messenger IDs or postal 
addresses, website, additional notes and birthday.

VNCcalendar is one calendar for all your appointments and is based upon state of the art frontend 
technologies, presenting your events on any device, including mobile Apps. Of course 
VNCcalendar will remind you with notifications. Here, you can set different notification patterns 
for every single appointment.

Integrated Groupware to manage your

emails, contacts, calendar and files

VNCgroupware



VNCgroupware Architecture

This Architecture Chart provides a comprehensive overview of the architecture of the 
VNCgroupware software system, the integrated components, databases, interfaces and frontend 
clients.

Advanced Contact Management 
For Enterprise Organization

VNCmail

VNCmail offers all relevant mail 

features such as inbox, folders, 

filters, signatures, and more.

VNCcalendar

VNCcalendar presents your 

appointments on any device, 

including mobile Apps.

VNCcontacts

With its clear design VNCcontacts 

makes it really easy to manage as 

many contacts as you need.



VNCcontacts was created to offer an easy-to-use yet powerful contact management which 
allows fast access to all interactions with installed VNC products like VNCtalk or VNCmail. 

Why waste time with scrolling through your contacts on your phone, when you can have a fully 
equipped contact management? VNCcontacts helps you to manage all your contacts efficiently, 
easily and extends your communication options. You can call or text your contacts directly and 
you can also use all options from your VNClagoon products straight from the contact details, e.g. 
chat, video or voice calls.

With its clear design VNCcontacts makes it really easy to manage as many contacts as you need. 
And because it‘s also available as an app, you can access your contacts wherever you go. 

Enterprise contacts and address management.

VNCcontacts



What are the core advantages 
of VNClagoon?

• flexible, modular and integrated 

applications for seamless workflows and 

communications

• state-of-the-art user interfaces 

• low TCO

• modular and scalable

• privacy compliant, transparent and secure 

hosting of your choice 

• granular rights/role management thanks 

to VNCdirectory

VNClagoon is an unrivaled unified and secure 

suite of communication and collaboration 

solutions and offers numerous benefits:

Contact 
Management

All contact details in one place, 

straightforward to edit and 

manage, always available.

Private 
Contacts

Share your company contact lists 

with your team , while keeping your 

private contacts confidential.

Folders 
& Favorites

Manage distribution lists and work 

groups thanks to the seamless 

integration with VNCdirectory.

The advantage of the VNCcontacts backend is that the contacts can be fed from a variety of 
sources: 
the contacts / emailed contacts of VNCmail; various directory services (OpenLDAP, databases) 
per your choice or VNCdirectory, where you can manage all users and access permissions in one 
place.

Numerous contact details:
Create contacts with name, title, contact information for private and business purposes, with a 
picture and various email addresses. Extend the contact details with messenger IDs or postal 
addresses, website, additional notes and birthday.

Advanced Contact Management 
For Enterprise Users



The Multi Conference Board (MCB) is a ground-breaking addition to VNCtalk. It is the perfect tool 
to manage virtual events of any kind and allows the scheduling, recording and archiving of your 
conferences.
VNCmcb enables you to conduct large scale virtual events of any kind through our VNCtalk 
applications and allows you to run and manage several parallel conferences (video, audio, screen 
share, whiteboard) from a central dashboard.
In a professional management layer, we have introduced several new user roles: conference 
managers, moderators, participants and audience. Individual video conferences are “streamed“ as 
tiles to the MCB, where a conference manager keeps the complete overview, can invite and 
manage participants, send broadcasts to the audience, chat with individual participants and much 
more.
The invitees are either active participants or members of the audience, who are viewing a live 
stream of the conference and who can join actively by raising their hand.

The MCBs are managed via VNCdirectory. All meta data can therefore be analysed retrospectively.

Multi Conference Board: Plan, run and manage

parallel online meetings from a central dashboard

VNCmcb



VNCiom is the Inter-Organisation Messenger within VNCtalk. It allows VNCtalk customers to setup 
a “distributed messenger”.

Imagine you are member of Organization A. You are using VNCtalk within this environment since 
quite some time, thereby reducing the email flood significantly and communicating with your 
team mates much closer and with increased productivity.
Wouldn’t it be great to use the same tool for your contact to “the outside world”?
VNCiom is exactly about this scenario.
Your administrator can get in contact with Organization B and link them to Organization A, thus to 
your organization.

Now each time you want to start a chat, audio or video call, you can simply search the respective 
user in Organization B and start “VNCtalking”.

And the data stay on the server of the Organisation of the user who initiates the communication.

Distributed VNCtalk instances for secure 

communication

VNCiom



VNCiom allows you to interconnect dispersed instances of VNCtalk. This can be done directly 
between two VNCtalk implementations. 

Alternatively, you can deploy an IOM metaservice to provide a secure instance which relays your 
communication requests. This metaservice can be hosted at the location of your choice and can 
be audited to ensure top-level security and privacy.

Your distributed messenger



“VNC and DFB GmbH have been working together 

intensively for many years. We want to continue and 

expand this. The DFBnet mailbox developed and 

implemented by VNC has enormously accelerated and 

simplified our internal communication. With this, we see 

ourselves well prepared for future requirements.“

Steffen Iredi, authorized signatory at 
DFB GmbH and responsible Director 
Technology & Operations

“VNC challenges the software giants that are oppressing 

the market with their expensive, inflexible and uninventive 

proprietary solutions. It’s time for open-source 

applications to finally replace them. We use VNC’s 

collaboration tools ourselves, including VNCtalk and, most 

recently, VNCchannels. The tools have made the transition 

to working from home extremely easy. The comprehensive 

VNClagoon product suite is a real highlight in terms of 

functionality and operation.”

Alain Blaes, Managing Director of PR-
COM Beratungsgesellschaft für 
strategische Kommunikation mbH

“The federal state church intranet should strengthen 

communication and cooperation within the state church. 

The basic aim is to provide all full-time employees and 

volunteers of the regional church with access to an 

innovative, modern and unified communication and 

collaboration infrastructure. The VNClagoon products are 

particularly well suited for this, because they allow us as a 

state church – in addition to the many functionalities 

provided – the possibility of customization options to 

individual needs within our church. “

Tabea Langguth, Project Manager 
Landeskirchenweites Intranet, EKBO

“My team and I are very thankful for being able to count on 

the professional and sophisticated VNC team. VNC has 

supported us with a series of important projects, always 

exceeding our high expectations.”

Marius Hjelset, Project Head Hosted 
Services, Vodafone Group


